Large collections of full-text
Introduction
In operational retrieval environments, it is now possible to process the full text of all stored documents. Many long, book-sized documents are stored, often containing a mix of different topics covered in more or less detail.
In these circumstances, it is not useful to maintain the integrity of complete undivided documents. Instead individual text passages should be identified that are more responsive to particular user needs than the full document texts.
Several advantages are apparent when individual text passages are independently accessible. First, the efficiency of text utilization may be improved because the users are no longer faced with large masses of retrieved materials, but can instead concentrate on the most im- used as a search request, and other related encyclopedia articles are retrieved in response to the query articles.
[19] Table 1 shows the 20 items exhibiting the highest similarity with the query article "Gall" (article number
[9562]) based on the global vector similarity between query and retrieved article texts. Normally a minimum threshold of 0.20 applies for retrieval purposes, and documents with smaller global similarities are rejected.
The list of retrieved articles shown in Table 1 includes for the most part relevant items dealing with parasitic insects that cause the formation of galls in plants. Un- fortunately, a number of extraneous documents are included on the list of items in Table 1 , such as "Galle", a city in Sri Lanka, and "J. M.W. Turner", a British painter. The retrieval errors are produced by the term truncation used in constructing the term vectors: normally word stems, rather than complete words, are used in the query and document vectors, so that terms such as 'igallery", "Galla", "gallium", and so on, are all reduced to gall, matching the term "gall" in the query.
The left-most column of bullets in The sentence matching strategy used to carry out the simple sentence match is based on a straightforward computation of pair-wise sentence similarity between all sentence pairs in the respective query and document texts. When a term is highly weighted, as is the case for "gall" in most of the retrieved articles, the required sentence similarity threshold of 75.0 may be reached even though a sentence pair has only that single term in common without additional matching context.
To avoid that possibility, a restricted sentence match requirement can be used specifying that at least two matching terms must be present in a matching sentence pair, with no single term contributing more than 90 percent of the total sentence similarity. The rightmost column of Table 2 (a)), but not for the extra 5,000 documents retrieved by the unrestricted run 1 that were rejected by the local sentence-matching process of run 2. All these items are treated as nonrelevant in the evaluation of Table 2 (a). The detailed example of Table 1 shows that items rejected by the local matching process are indeed generally nonrelevant. This is also confirmed by the detailed recall and precision figures included in Table 2 (a) which both increase sharply between runs 1 and 2. The precision figures included in Table 2 are exact; the recall figures must be interpreted as relative recall representing the total number of retrieved relevant items divided by the total number of known relevant for each query. Overall, the average precision improves by 9 percent over the unrestricted global text match of run 1 when the simple local sentence match is used, and by an additional 2 percent for the restricted sentence matching system.
Retrieval of Text Excerpts
The global/local text matching strategy described in the previous section is capable of retrieving relevant documents with a high degree of accuracy. However, restricting the retrieval to full document texts presents The efficiency improvements provided by the section and paragraph retrieval modes are illustrated at the bottom of Table 4 . When full documents are retrieved, the average number of paragraphs contained in each retrieved item is nearly 16 for the Galileo query. This drops to only a little over 5 paragraphs per retrieved item in the section mode, and to only 1.3 paragraphs on average for the combined section plus paragraph mode. For the 982 query articles that start with the letter G, the average reduction in retrieved text length is 43 percent for the section retrieval, and 54 percent for paragraph retrieval. The users necessarily benefit when shorter text excerpts are obtained that are immediately related to the query topic instead of only full-text items. The effectiveness of the section and paragraph retrieval is reflected by the evaluation data appearing in the two right-most columns of Table 2 (a), covering section, and section plus paragraph retrieval, respectively, The recall and precision figures show that the passage retrieval techniques furnish substantially better output than the standard restricted sentence match for full documents alone. The average precision data of Table 2(a) show that the section output (run 4) is about 9 percent better than the restricted sentence match of run 3. This indicates that the vast majority of the 1,000 or so additional documents obtainable through the section output are indeed relevant, as shown earlier in the examples of Tables 3 and 4. Unfortunately, the actual improvements obtained by the full section and paragraph retrieval system (run 5) are understated in Table 2 (a). Full relevance irlformation was available only for the section retrieval, but not for section plus paragraph output. The improvement in retrieval effectiveness shown in the right-most (column of Table  4 , are all treated as nonrelevant in the evaluation since no relevance data were available for these items. This explains the apparent deterioration in performance between section and paragraph outputs (runs 4 and 5 of of the "G" queries previously included in Table 2(a) for which full relevance data were available. Table 2 (b) shows that the actual improvement to be expected with the section output is about 10 percent over the re- Table 2 (a). The Galileo example of Table 4 shows that sections and paragraphs retrieved by the passage retrieval system are indeed relevant to the query topic, confirming to some extent the accuracy of the extrapolated performance figures.
The performance of the global/local text mi~tching and text passage retrieval systems can be assessed by noting the variations in the figures given in the first and last rows of Table 2 . The unrestricted global text match first retrieves a large number of items, many of which are deleted by the local sentence-matching process. The local text match thus acts as a precision device that rejects many previously retrieved nonrelevant items reducing the total retrieved from 17,328 to 11,296 overall.
The passage retrieval system then acts as a recall device by adding text excerpts from relevant items that were not obtained earlier, and increasing the total number of retrieved items from about 11,300 to about 13,200. The combined effect of these procedures appears to im- In many practical environments, it is desirable to extend the retrieval capability to much more specific contexts, for example, the "effect of Galileo's discoveries on the philosophical thought of the times", or "the effect of gall wasps on the health of oak trees". In these circumstances the search context must be substantially narrowed, and methods must be introduced for providing variable-length retrieval output at various levels of detail depending on particular user requirements.
One possibility consists in using search strategies ca- 
